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2.4 Structuring programs

  While theoretically a program could be written as 
one big expression, in reality we want some structure 
so that
 The programmer has it easier to read the program
 A compiler might be able to tell us syntactical and 

semantical problems early
 Program parts can be easier reused

  There are several levels of structuring a program:�
pretty-print conventions, syntactical requirements, 
using several files (physically and logically)
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Structuring programs (cont.)

  The program structure is also used to determine the 
scope of names and consequently of declarations, 
variables, functions and methods
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Java: program structure 

  A Java program is usually defined in several files
  A single file contains one public class and possibly 

other classes that help providing the "internal 
workings" of the public class

  The location of the files on the computer and the 
names used for files and directories are reflected by 
the names used for public classes in the files and vice 
versa

  Classes can be combined to form packages and this 
has some influence on the visibility of names

  One of the public classes must contain a method 
named main 
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Structure of a class file
  The class file with name myname.java in the package 

mypackages.mypackage1 using the classes in 
package mypackages.mypackage2 has the structure:�

package mypackages.mypackage1  
 import mypackages.mypackage.* 
 public class myname { 
  … 
 } 
 …

  There can be additional import statements and 
additional class definitions (not public) 
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File names and directory structures

  Class files have to be stored in a directory
 Directory name is based on package name
 Example: �
full name of class: david.games.tetris.SoundEffects 
 requires following directory structure, �
path name:�
 david/games/tetris/SoundEffects.class

 Relative to the class path
 tells the interpreter where to look for user-

defined classes
 location of system classes added at the end by 

the interpreter
setenv CLASSPATH .:/home/classes:/usr/local/java
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The import statement

  The import statement is not necessary to allow access 
to classes and methods of classes in other packages; 
this can already be achieved by using the full name of 
the class/method!

  The import statement just allows to avoid having to 
use full names, i.e. after using it the class name is 
sufficient

  General syntax:�
import <package-name>.<class-name>; 
import <package-name>.*;
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Visibility of classes, methods and 
variables (I)

  member: class, method or variable
  General visibility rules:

Accessible to: public protected package private

Same class yes yes yes yes

Class in same package yes yes yes no

Subclass in different package yes yes no no

No-subclass, different package yes no no no

Mem ber visibi l i ty

Every class that is not public,�
every member that is not public, 
protected, or private 
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Visibility of classes, methods and 
variables (II)

  public: intended to make member visible (and 
therefore usable) to every other class

  privat: intended to keep usage restricted to the class of 
the member only (or classes defined within the class); 
subclasses of the class are not allowed the use of the 
member

  protected: less restrictive than privat, allows classes of 
same package and subclasses of class access 

  No visibility modifier:  in between privat and 
protected
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Visibility of classes, methods and 
variables (III)

  Example:�
public class Laundromat { 

 private Laundry[] dirty; 
 public void wash() {…} 
 public void dry() {…} 
 protected void fold() {…} 

} 
  "No one sees the laundry, but everyone can wash and 

dry it, while folding is only allowed by members of 
the same package"
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Visibility of names: overloading, 
shadowing and overriding (I)
  With the class hierarchy come problems due to the 

nesting of declarations: names will be redefined/
reused within the hierarchy and we have to 
determine to what variable or method a name refers!

  Method overloading:
 methods have the same name but different 

argument lists, resp. argument types
 used heavily with primitive data types, already
 use if methods do the same thing!
 what definition is used is based on argument list�
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Visibility of names: overloading, 
shadowing and overriding (II)

  Shadowed variables:
 Refers to using the same name for a variable 

defined in a class and a new variable defined in a 
subclass of the class

  In subclass, the name then refers to the new 
variable defined in the subclass

 Access to variable in superclass is possible by
 using the prefix super.
 using this and cast it to the appropriate class  
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Visibility of names: overloading, 
shadowing and overriding (III)

  Overriding methods:
 Similar problem as shadowed variables: subclass 

redefines a method that was already defined by 
superclass

 Often necessary to deal with the additional data 
that a subclass introduces

  Java handles overriding different from shadowing 
so that casting an object to a superclass does not 
result in making the method from superclass 
available for this object!
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Structure of object-oriented 
programs (I)

  Due to the basic objected-oriented idea of objects 
existing in parallel in memory and sending messages 
to each other invoking methods, the structure of an 
object-oriented program is less strict than the one in 
some other paradigms

  Dependencies between parts of the program can be 
easily expressed due to having a global namespace 
and expecting certain names to be associated with 
location in certain directories.�
This mimics the basic idea of mostly independent 
objects also on the level of classes!
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Structure of object-oriented 
programs (II)

  The idea of information hiding resp. encapsulation, 
while not specific to object-oriented programming, 
can be easily fit into the basic idea of object-oriented 
programming and does not require the abuse of the 
program structure to achieve it (instead we can use 
modifiers that can target objects, methods and even 
parts of objects).

  Defining data and methods that work on it together 
is the core structure of an object-oriented program

  Parallelization can be easily fit into object-oriented 
programming and the program structure. 


